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Abstract: We live in the era of technology, and advancement in technology is growing exponentially. In Pakistan, 

especially in Sindh, many people prefer to speak than write. People are not well aware of computational and other global 

languages. So, that's why they face so many difficulties typing and then converting it into the Sindhi language. Especially 

in offices/organizations where Sindhi is the first language used in speaking and typing. There drafting huge consumes too 

much time. They face many difficulties such as finding spelling correct words and so on. People with medical deficiencies 

and disabilities will also get a beneficial source of help from this tool. This tool can handle all these difficulties and solve 

all the discussed problems. This project aims to develop a web-based application that tries to overcome the disadvantages 

of the other available applications. The application is generic, meaning it may work solely for a specific regional language 

speaker in any country in the world. The main objective of the work presented throughout this report is to develop an 

enterprise and open platform for the nation. We are using the Convolutional Neural Network and API in the development 

phase. Advance python libraries detect the user's speech, and then the conversion will take one into text. 

 
Index Terms: Speech to Text, Sindhi Natural Language Processing, Native Language, Convolutional Neural Network. 

 

1. Introduction 

Over 2300 languages are spoken in Asia, yet the environment for natural language processing does not adequately 

account for these languages. Speech to text by using the native language is an advancement in technology to evaluate and 

digital language divide [1]. One of the most revolutionary and significant technologies for languages worldwide is Speech 

Recognition [2], which helps advance language computing. Most languages have either already developed or are in the 

process of developing speech recognition systems [3, 4]. Because the number of characters and sounds in the Sindhi 

language is greater than in other languages, making it unique, most existing approaches cannot be used for the Sindhi 

language [5]. As a result, for designing and developing Sindhi Speech Recognition tools, a different approach in 

correspondence Sindhi sounds and characters is required. Speech-to-text conversion is a demand of this era where people 

worldwide are now a part of technology and using it for daily work. Typing text in other languages is a significant issue 

as people are not well aware of English [6]  and other languages but have sound knowledge of their native language 

[7].This project aims to use Sindhi speech as input and then convert that speech into written text. 

Speech to text project targets only specific Sindhi language and civilization. Native people are good at the sindhi 

language, but if we talk about other languages, most people don't know. Thus, the applications help you to use your 

language and get the result of that speech in written form. The main objective of the work presented throughout this report 

is to develop a web-based application for the users to access the application's services to fulfil their desired results 

according to their needs. The speech recognition engine is a software component that performs the recognition process. 

The primary function of the speech recognition engine is to process spoken input and convert it into text that an application 

can understand. This application will be a nationwide educational & civilizational revolution as the Sindhi language will 

nurture in the technology field. The Sindhi language is already known worldwide, but this project is very fruitful for 

improving the language. 

Numerous researchers have researched different native languages to develop native language apps in previous 

research [8, 9]. Speech to text using the native Sindhi language has some limitations as we consider only one language in 

our project. The developed language model is valid for most use of that specific Sindhi language, but in future, we will 

be adding more regional languages. Since the model is based on the Sindhi word dataset, it will not support continuous 

speech. 
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Our application attempts to make a user-friendly system and provides a platform where the native language will 

grow in this era of technology. We are intent on making an application that will help the users understand things in their 

regional language. NLP has a broad scope, with so many uses in customer service, grammar check software, business 

marketing, etc. The system will be designed considering the users' needs and the psychology of regional people so 

everyone can easily access and use it. Furthermore, this has documented social and environmental benefits that include: 
• It saves typing time as the app directly gets input in voice and interprets it into text 

• It will affect a million lives of regional people as no one will depend on others to help them type. 

• As the system requirements involve software and other utilities that are freely available as open source, the 

completion of this system is feasible for the team to complete project. 

• The app will be accessible at a low price so everyone can benefit from it. 

• As the system aims to provide a platform for regional speech-to-text conversion, it can be used in drafting to 

give employment chances to regional people. 

1.1 Motivation and Contribution 

The project is stated with the sole aim that nearly 20% of people suffer from various disabilities. Many of them are 

blind or unable to use their hands effectively. So, these kinds of people always stay dependent on others. In Pakistan, so 

many cities are still way backwards, living lives who are still illiterate and unable to write, so they prefer to speak as 

compared to writing. That's why we are developing this system to help Sindhi students and Sindhi people. 

2. Literature Review 

Sindhi is one of Pakistan's major languages, spoken by 30-40 million people [10]. Sindhi is a language that is 

frequently used on the internet. Sindhi blogs, literary websites, online newspapers, and discussion boards are proliferating 

on a daily basis. Sindhi is Pakistan's second most widely spoken written language, after Urdu. Sindhi is one of the world's 

oldest languages, with a history spanning over 1000 years, from 600 BC to 500 AD [11]. According to research, the 

general impression that the Sindhi language was extracted directly from Sanskrit is incorrect. According to a 1998 

assessment by Pakistan's legislature, the education rate in Sindh is 45.29%. For centuries, the Sindhi voice had advanced. 

The voice of Sindh's general public interacted with Aryan, and it evolved into Indo-Arayan (Prakrit). The strong presence 

of Sanskrit and Prakrit in Sindhi dialects is referred to as India's voice. Because it contains some lexis from Dravidian 

from the Mediterranean, Persian, and Arabic, it is known as Moen-Jo-Daro human advancement. Sindhi is also one of 

India's perceived authority voices, as it is spoken by approximately 1.2 million people, the majority of whom moved from 

the region of Sindh. Approximately 4000000 people speak Sindhi as their first language [12]. Speech recognition is a 

subfield of computational linguistics that develops methodologies and technologies to enable computers to recognise and 

convert spoken language into text [13, 14]. When compared to Modern Standard Arabic, corpus design for speech 

synthesis is a well-researched topic in languages such as English [15]. The emphasis is frequently on methods for 

automatically generating the orthographic transcript to be recorded (usually greedy ways). This paper investigates Modern 

Standard Arabic (MSA) phonetics and phonology in order to develop criteria for a low-cost method of creating a speech 

corpus transcript for recording. The dataset size is reduced multiple times using these optimization methods with different 

parameters, resulting in a much smaller dataset with identical phonetic coverage as before the reduction. This output 

transcript has been chosen for recording. This is part of a larger project to create a fully annotated and segmented speech 

corpus for MSA. The suggested approach is to develop a set of language-dependent grapheme-to-allophone rules that can 

anticipate such allophonic fluctuations and offer a phonetic transcription that is sensitive to the local context to an 

automatic voice recognition system. The originality of this technique is that each word's pronunciation is taken directly 

from a context-sensitive phonetic transcription rather than a predetermined dictionary, which may not necessarily reflect 

the real pronunciation of the wordThe research also tries to enhance acoustic modelling by using the stress feature as a 

supra-segmental element of speech. The efficacy of the suggested rules was assessed by comparing the performance of a 

dictionary-based system to that of an automatically generated phonetic transcription. The study discovered that deleting 

the fixed lexicon and learning the phone probabilities via induced phonetic transcription enhanced system performance 

by 9.3% on average. Marking the stressed vowels with separate stress markers results in an additional 1.7% improvement 

[16, 17]. In this work [18], we review the accomplishments done in the field of Arabic voice recognition so far, covering 

corpora, phonemes, language models, acoustic models, and some intriguing research paths. According to the survey 

results, the shortage of publicly available continuous speech corpora justifies additional study focus in this field. It also 

illustrates the need of big corpora or a benchmark in boosting Arabic language research for good human-computer 

interaction.A Sindhi Unicode-8-based linguistics data set is also multi-class and multi-featured [19]. It was created to 

address natural language processing (NLP) and linguistic issues in the Sindhi language. The data set contains information 

on the grammatical and morphological structure of Sindhi language texts, as well as the sentiment polarity of Sindhi 

lexicons. As a result, data sets can be used for information retrieval, machine translation, lexicon analysis, language 
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modelling analysis, grammatical and morphological analysis, and sentiment and semantic analysis [20]. 

 

3. Sindhi Gaelic Speech to Text Keyboard 

Sindhi Gaelic Speech to Text Keyboard converts your Sindhi Gaelic speech into text with built-in speech recognition 

technology. Sindhi Gaelic Speech to Text Typing App is a great tool for typing quickly and easily by saying what you 

want to write in text by voice and sending or saving it. When people are pressed for time or unable to type, they can 

simply activate this Sindhi Gaelic speech to text or voice to text keyboard and say whatever they want. Convert Sindhi 

Gaelic speech to text quickly and easily with this free Sindhi Gaelic speech-to-text tool [21].   

3.1 Features of Sindhi Gaelic Voice pad - Speech to Text 

In the numerous past features of the Sindhi Gaelic Voice pad - Speech to Text has been derived. For simplicity, 

these are elaborated here. 

• 50+ user interface languages, including Sindhi Gaelic. 

• Note down & remind you later at the time you set. 

• Also, one-touch quickly to share Sindhi Gaelic Speech in the text to Your friends. 

• Integrated with your Android calendar, you don't need to maintain another one. 

• It can work when the phone screen is turned off. 

• Automatically save your voice notes in a storage file easily to back up the cloud. 

• With only one touch, It can constantly receive your speech and convert it to text. 

• Headset button to control Start & Stop voice recognition. 

• Speech recognition multi-languages.  

 

4. Methodology  

Speech to text using a regional language system is a dynamic system that relies on two underlying sources of 

information, including user voice registration through the mic. The user (uploader) who will convert speech to text will 

speak, and the app will detect the voice. Then, the app will segment words to get an accurate voice conversion into text. 

This will be done with the help of a pre-trained dataset stored in the database. The app will be free for all to get access. 

 
We started from scratch. First, we divided all the work among members as the project is based on computation 

linguistics, so we started collecting all the previous literature work by the scholars. While reading published papers, we 

got to know about different design methodologies. Nevertheless, the most important thing is that we collected massive 

data sets of Sindhi words and sentences. More than 40 papers were read, and finally, we got the whole idea cleared about 

project designing, development and implementation. The proposed architecture is elaborated in Fig 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Proposed Architecture of API 
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4.1 Dataset 

The Corpus of any language may be an essential and crucial component of a speech on which research is done since 

practical investigations of language can be done using that language's corpus. A significant collection of written text 

assembled for linguistic examination is known as a corpus. Because of this, it is essential information that gives 

lexicographers, grammarians, and other interested parties a complete grasp of a language. Data on morphology, syntactic 

parsing, lexicon organisation, semantic, pragmatic, and other linguistic elements can be found through corpus research. 

The language corpus can be spoken or written, open or closed. The open Corpus is unsecured and current, whereas the 

close Corpus is specific and constrained. The Corpus, on the other hand, can be used for a variety of tasks, including 

information retrieval, machine translation, pattern recognition, speech recognition, text-to-speech and speech-to-text 

recognition and synthesis, feature extraction and analysis, vectorization, word-to-vector analysis, dictionary development, 

thesaurus and Word Net development, word tokenization, text tagging, text parsing, morphological analysis, machine 

learning process, classification, and cluster analysis. Our idea is built on word-by-word conversion, with the APP focusing 

on Sindhi words rather than sentences. 

4.2 Collection of the dataset  

Sindhi letters are further divided for easy recognition and segmentation, as shown in Fig.2. Whole letters are 

categorized with several digits, dots and symbols. In this study, speech to text conversion app, the small dataset consists 

of sentences to train the machine to recognize the voice and detect the right and accurate word for easy conversion. . 

Where the data is stored in various files and each file is represented in tabular format as shown in Fig 3. The audio data 

is stored in a folder, as shown in Fig 4, where each folder contains files with different accents Fig 5. 

 

 

Fig 2. Sindhi Language Characters Summarization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Text Dataset representation 
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5. Machine Learning in Speech to Text by Native language 

It would be more accurate to say that machine learning groups use speech recognition and voice synthesis to leverage 

the power of input recognition for all benefits. Speech is powerful, and it adds a human dimension to various electronic 

devices. People nowadays use cloud-based computers that can be controlled by voice and provide conversational 

responses to a wide range of queries. Speech recognition training enables AI models to recognise distinct input in recorded 

audio data. In many cases, machine learning still has a long way to go before reaching perfection this application will be 

programmed to cover all nuances present in human speech, such as speech length, voice pattern, tone frequency, and so 

on. However, in order to properly train our speech recognition system, quality information is gathered for processing the 

available input. The created system is extremely beneficial to people with disabilities. Assume a person has lost the use 

of his hands or is blind. To make natural voice recognition work in that case, they can use automatic speech recognition 

or advanced voice recognition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Voice dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Each variable of the Sindhi audio dataset contains multiple file representation 

6. Experiments and Results  

The project's goal is to develop a model that can correctly identify a human-spoken word. To obtain a final model, 

we trained neural networks on a set of data that was tailored to the target data. When you don't have access to a large 

sample of target data, this method comes in handy. The audio signal is encoded in wav format, with a standard duration 

of one second. Each entry had only one word. We use Sindhi words that are easy to understand. 

6.1 Speech-to-Text API recognition 

A Speech-to-Text API synchronous recognition request is the most basic approach for recognising speech audio 

data. Spoken-to-Text can handle up to one minute of synchronous speech audio data.But our project is a design that will 

be working on words, so it will hardly take a few seconds to convert speech into text. After Speech-to-Text processes and 

recognizes all of the audio, it returns a response. The proposed API architecture for the project is presented in Fig 5. 

Where the NLP API is a machine learning model for analyzing text. NLP APIs can analyze syntax, extract entities, and 
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evaluate the syntax of the text. We developed our own API and integrated the trained model to get the accurate output 

when the user gives input. 

 

6.2 Speech to Text deployment 

Speech to Text deployment is done using python's framework, which will integrate python's script of NLP 

programming to the web application's front end. The project front end is designed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript, 

where user input is brought to python's environment with the help of the Angular framework, which will integrate the 

project code into its interface. 

 

6.3 UI/UX Web technologies 

The user interface is designed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript where a button is placed to start the process through 

the mike icon user will give input and get the desired text as per the input in the text field design on the front screen user 

interface. 

6.3 Python & Angular 

Python programming language is the base of our web application, where the initial and the functional programming 

script is written on. The custom data set and the algorithms are integrated for the pattern matching to generate desired 

output for the given input from the user. The audio data/ input given by the user is shown in Fig 6. The developed web 

application provides web access to the speech-to-text conversion process, shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. So, the 

Angular framework is used to integrate the voice script from python to the web interface, which will provide user input. 

In Fig 9, the learning algorithm Convolutional Neural Network results have been shown. Where the activation function 

RELU is used, and the epoch is set to 20  

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 6. User Voice Input  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7. Developed Sindhi Speech to text System Input  
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Fig.8 Output Application Programming Interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8. Output Application Programming Interface 

Fig 9. Sentence is fragmented into words  

7. Results Discussion 

7.1 Convolutional Neural Network 

Utilizing a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), the suggested technique. Neurons in CNN have biases and 

weights that can be learned with multiple layers. One or more convolutional layers may be present in a CNN, which is a 

feed-forward neural network. Like in a straightforward multiple layer neural network, CNN is followed by one or more 

fully linked layers. The back-propagation approach is being used in the neural network setup that has been suggested to 

train a CNN. Traditional CNN is made up of the layers seen in Fig. 10. While Fig. 11 describes the layering architecture 

of a configured CNN in detail. 

The whole speech to text is based on the neural network, basically purpose of using this method to get the high 

accuracy rate of detection of speech. As it supports small amount of dataset so that`s why we have used a technique in 

which user will give input in words. It does not support continuous speech. Preprocessed voice dataset will be identified 

by the model as then it will recognize the voice data through signal processing and voice attributes which gives final 

output in text. 
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Fig 10. Layers of convolutional neural network 

    Fig 11. Configured layers of convolutional neural network 

 

7.2   Convolutional Neural Network Training 

The training of the neural network is then required by the neural network configuration. To accomplish 

this step, the overall dataset set is divided into two sections: training data and validation data. The training 

sample data consists of 75% of the data, and the remaining 25% is used for the test. The neural network is 
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trained with an initial learning rate of 0.005 and a 0.3 dropout rate. The final results are represented in Fig.12. 

It can be clearly seen that with the increasing epoch that training and testing loss decreases. 

 

8. Conclusion 

Speech to text project targets only specific Sindhi language and civilization. Native people are good at 

the Sindhi language, but if we talk about other languages, most people do not know. Thus, the applications 

help you to use your language and get the result of that speech in written form. The main objective of the work 

presented throughout this report is to develop a web-based application for the users to access the application's 

services to fulfil their desired results according to their needs. The speech recognition process is performed by 

a software component known as the speech recognition engine. The primary function of the speech recognition 

engine is to process spoken input and translate it into text that an application understands. 

This application will be a nationwide educational & civilizational revolution as the Sindh language will nurture 

in the technology field. Speech to text using native language is a project based on a web application using core 

python language. We have been using flask and angular framework along with API. The tool will be working 

on the spiral model technique. The complete project will be a user-friendly open platform for all native users. 

User voice will be detected, segmented into words, and then converted into text. This is an advancement in 

computational linguistics. Tools have been developed in the NLP field, but the Sindhi language and its 

development are still not as advanced as they should be. We are giving just an idea of speech to text using the 

Sindhi language.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 12. Convolutional Neural Network training and testing results 
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